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ABSTRACT
When people have a face-to-face conversation, they don't just spout information
blindly-they work to make sure that both participants understand what has been said.
This process of ensuring that what has been said is added to the common ground of the
conversation is called grounding. This thesis explores recent research into the verbal and
nonverbal means for grounding, and presents an implementation of a face-to-face
grounding system in an embodied conversational agent that is based on a model of
grounding extracted from the research. This is the first such agent that supports
nonverbal grounding, and so this thesis represents both a proof of concept and a guide for
future work in this area, showing that it is possible to build a dialogue system that
implements face-to-face grounding between a human and an agent based on an
empirically-derived model. Additionally, this thesis describes a vision system, based on
a stereo-camera head-pose tracker and using a recently proposed method for head-nod
detection, that can robustly and accurately identify head nods and gaze state.
Thesis Supervisor: Justine Cassell
Title: Associate Professor, MIT Media Laboratory
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1 Introduction
When people have a conversation, they not only share information with each other, but
also work to ensure that each participant understands what has been said and what has
been meant. This process-making sure what has been said is added to the common
ground of the conversation-is called grounding (Clark and Schaefer 1989). While much
research has been done to explain how grounding works through verbal communication
(Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986; Clark and Schaefer 1989; Clark and Brennan 1991), it is
clear that in face-to-face conversations, nonverbal behaviors, such as eye gazes and head
nods, also play an important role in the grounding process.
Until recently, there was no formal model available in the literature that described exactly
how nonverbal behaviors signal grounding in face-to-face conversation. However,
Yukiko Nakano and Justine Cassell ran an empirical study this year to figure out just that.
Their results are published in (Nakano, Reinstein et al. 2003), and serve as a basis for
much of this thesis.
Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) are computer-generated characters that support
face-to-face conversation with a human. ECAs are called upon to serve as kiosks or
information sources (Cassell, Stocky et al. 2002), and are designed to carry on a face-to-
face conversation with a human as naturally as possible. Unlike humans, however, ECAs
have never been able to engage in the grounding process by monitoring their
conversational partner's nonverbal feedback. ECA kiosks merely spout information and
assume that the user has heard and understood. If an ECA were to support grounding, it
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could become a much more natural conversational participant: by becoming aware of
what the user has and has not understood, the ECA could supply elaboration where it was
necessary and know, by the end of the exchange, that the user had understood everything
that was said.
I argue that it is possible to do face-to-face grounding between a human and an ECA. In
this thesis, I present my implementation of such a system: the first ECA, to our
knowledge, that supports nonverbal grounding.
In order to create an ECA that supports face-to-face grounding with a human, there are
three basic requirements:
1. Data of humans engaging in face-to-face conversations, with nonverbal behaviors
annotated.
2. A computational model derived from these data that explains how nonverbal
behaviors signal grounding.
3. An implementation based on this model.
Yukiko Nakano and Justine Cassell collected the necessary data and extracted the model
that I use in my system (Nakano, Reinstein et al. 2003). My implementation is based on
MACK, an ECA kiosk that can give people directions around the Media Lab (Cassell,
Stocky et al. 2002). I have restructured and extended the MACK architecture to support
grounding, and it now includes a dialogue manager and a detailed discourse model. In
order to obtain the nonverbal information needed in our model, I have created a system
that uses head-pose information from a 6-degree-of-freedom tracker (Morency, Rahimi et
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al. 2003) to detect a user's head nods and eye gazes. This implementation supports face-
to-face grounding in the context of direction giving.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some related work in
the areas of grounding, grounding systems, dialogue managers, ECAs, and vision
systems, in order to establish context for my work. Section 3 describes my solution to the
face-to-face grounding problem. This section details the empirical study that was used to
generate the data; the model extracted from this data; and finally, the implementation
itself Section 4 gives an evaluation of my work, and Section 5 concludes with the
contributions of this thesis.
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2 Related Work
2.1 Grounding
In a conversation, participants attempt to share information with each other. Each
participant comes to the conversation with some amount of previous knowledge, and
assumes the other participant has some knowledge also. The shared knowledge that is
presupposed by the interlocutors is called common ground (Clark and Schaefer 1989).
During the conversation, the participants try to add to the common ground, and the
process by which information is established as shared is known as grounding (Clark and
Schaefer 1989).
(Clark and Schaefer 1989) presents a model for grounding that formalizes the notion of
discourse contributions. Unlike previous research, which assumed that any statement
made by a speaker was automatically added to the common ground, Clark's model takes
into account the need for conversational participants to negotiate whether a statement has
been heard correctly and understood. According to Clark, conversation is not just an
exchange of information, but rather a joint construction of contributions-in other words,
conversation is intrinsically dyadic. Specifically, Clark proposes that contributions to the
discourse take place in two phases (in this example and in those below, participant A is
speaking to participant B):
" Presentation Phase: A presents an utterance u for B to consider.
* Acceptance Phase: B gives A evidence that he understands what A meant by u
(more specifically, that he understands it well enough for current purposes, which
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can change based on the type of information, the goals of the communication, and
the cost of grounding).
Once sufficient evidence has been presented, both A and B believe that the utterance has
been grounded.
What counts as evidence of understanding? According to (Clark and Schaefer 1989),
there are five main types of evidence:
1. Continued attention. B shows that he is satisfied by continuing to pay attention.
2. Initiation of the relevant next contribution. B begins the appropriate next
contribution.
3. Acknowledgment. B nods his head, says "yeah," "uh huh," etc.
4. Demonstration. B demonstrates to A what he has understood.
5. Display. B displays verbatim A's presentation.
What evidence is actually demonstrated at any point? (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs 1986)
introduces the notion that whatever form the evidence takes, the presentation and
acceptance will occur in such a way that collaborative effort will be minimized.
According to (Clark and Brennan 1991), the medium of communication changes the form
of grounding significantly because it changes both what techniques are available-for
example, head nods are meaningless over the phone-and what techniques cost. By the
principle of least collaborative effort, people will choose the form of grounding that leads
to the least effort on the part of both conversational participants. Because, for example, it
takes more effort to type "okay" as an acknowledgment in an online chat session than it
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does to say "okay" over the phone, people are less likely to use "okay" to ground
utterances in an online chat.
(Dillenbourg, Traum et al. 1996) studied grounding in a MOO environment in which
participants were able to communicate using three modes of interaction: dialogue (typed
text), drawing (using shared whiteboards), and action in the MOO environment. They
found that, rather than dialogue always grounding dialogue, and drawing always
grounding drawing, as might be expected, grounding is often performed across different
modalities.
It is important to note that, although (Clark and Schaefer 1989) mentions using eye gaze
for continued attention and head nods to show acknowledgment, none of these papers
goes into much depth about the role of nonverbal behavior in grounding. Yet, there are
many studies that claim there is a complex coordination between speech, gaze, and other
nonverbal signals. For example, (Argyle and Cook 1976) discusses the relationship
between gaze and the speech channel, particularly that speakers look up at grammatical
pauses to obtain feedback on how their utterances are being received, and that listeners
look at the speakers often in order to see their facial expressions and gaze directions.
(Novick, Hansen et al. 1996) proposed two different patterns of speaker and listener eye
gaze behavior, called the mutual-break pattern and the mutual-hold pattern, and found
that the mutual-break pattern was used more frequently when the conversation was going
smoothly, whereas the mutual-hold pattern occurred more often when the conversational
participants were having difficulty. (Rosenfeld and Hancks 1980) investigated how
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listeners indicated attention, understanding, and agreement using nonverbal behavior
(specifically, head movement), by asking five independent observers to categorize 250
listener responses. Agreement was typically indicated by multiple head nods, and usually
occurred after the speaker pointed his head at the listener. Understanding was indicated
by repeated small head nods, and did not follow any particular speaker signals. Finally,
attention was associated with the listener leaning forward before the speaker began.
Despite all the evidence demonstrated for the importance of nonverbal behavior in
coordinating conversations and grounding, none of these papers gives a formal, detailed
model of nonverbal grounding.
(Clark and Schaefer 1989) explains that there are four states of understanding possible
between two people in a conversation, with A presenting utterance u to B:
* State 0: B didn't notice that A uttered u.
* State 1: B noticed that A uttered u (but wasn't in state 2).
* State 2: B correctly heard u (but wasn't in state 3).
* State 3: B understood what A meant by u.
This is a useful model to have when discussing levels of grounding, because it makes it
possible to note that different signals can contribute to grounding at different levels (and
different sources of miscommunication can cause errors at different levels), and build
grounding systems that are aware of these differences.
2.2 Dialogue Managers
At the core of this thesis is a dialogue manager that allows for face-to-face grounding.
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According to (Matheson, Poesio et al. 2000), "the key tasks of a dialogue manager are to
update the representation of dialogue on the basis of processed input (generally, but not
exclusively, language utterances), and to decide what (if anything) the system should do
next" (Matheson's emphases).
One dialogue system of note is the TRAINS project (Allen 1995). TRAINS uses a
sophisticated planning system to build a conversationally proficient agent that can
collaborate with a human using natural language. Another important dialogue system is
COLLAGEN (Rich and Sidner 1997). COLLAGEN (for Collaborative agent) is a
toolkit that embodies collaborative discourse principles. In this system, an agent
collaborates with a human for an air travel application. COLLAGEN relies on two key
ideas:
1. The representation of the mental states of the collaborators by a SharedPlan,
which takes into account: the common goal; the agreed-upon sequence of actions;
the abilities of each participant; the intention of each participant to do their
assigned actions; and how committed each participant is to the success of the
overall goal.
2. The shifting focus of attention in the discourse, represented by afocus stack.
These two representations together enable the dialogue system to model a collaborative
discourse. Note that there is an important difference between collaboration, as the term is
used here, and grounding. Collaboration here refers to the mutual beliefs between the
participants about the goals and intentions of the participants, whereas grounding is
concerned primarily with how well particular utterances or pieces of information are
communicated and understood by the participants. Two participants might be
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collaborating in the sense that they are working towards the same goal, and are aware of
each other's capabilities and intentions, but there can still be errors in the communication
that are not accounted for without a grounding system.
Another relevant dialogue system is TrindiKit, a dialogue move engine that is part of the
TRINDI project (Larsson and Traum 2000). The basic idea behind TRINDI is that
dialogue management functions are viewed in terms of information state. The
information state captures the state of the dialogue, represented by the following
components:
" Informational components of the theory of dialogue modeling.
* Formal representations of these components.
* Dialogue moves that trigger the update of the information state.
* Update rules that govern the updating of the information state.
" An update strategy for deciding which rules to select.
Conversational actions can trigger updates in the information state. For example, when
one participant makes a statement, this will tend to trigger a rule that adds new
information to the dialogue. TrindiKit serves as the base for a number of important
dialogue engines.
These three dialogue systems, although somewhat different in form, are all very good at
what they do: managing the information flow in a dialogue. However, none of these
systems could have served as a base for our grounding system. There are three important
reasons these dialogue systems would not have worked for us:
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1. Nonverbal information is continuous and passive, and none of these systems can
handle this well. That is, head nods and gaze states come in continuously, and are
therefore not necessarily connected with any particular command or verbal
utterance. More importantly, any piece of nonverbal information (such as a head
nod) is not necessarily a signal in the conversation. Whereas verbal inputs are
always processed and interpreted immediately by the dialogue systems, nonverbal
inputs are only used if they become relevant to the grounding judgment, often
retroactively (this is what I mean when I say that the inputs are passive). These
systems only handle discrete inputs (such as spoken sentences), and use the inputs
to update the conversation-for example, TrindiKit takes each input and checks if
it triggers a rule that updates the information state. Although TrindiKit does hold
onto previous discourse units in case they can be grounded later, the system still
evaluates each one as it comes in. In order to implement our grounding model,
we need a system that can accept these inputs passively, and hold them until they
become useful.
2. According to our model of face-to-face grounding (which will be described in
much greater detail later in this thesis), speakers often look not for explicit
positive evidence of understanding, but rather for the absence of any negative
evidence. Because these dialogue systems work according to discrete inputs and
update rules, this notion becomes very hard to deal with-it is unnatural for these
typical dialogue systems to be aware of a lack of an input.
3. Because of these two previous issues, and because of the highly specialized inter-
module communication and monitoring that must be built into any dialogue
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system that implements our grounding model, it simply makes more sense to
build a dialogue manager from scratch, based on our needs, rather than trying to
adapt a system that was built without any notion of nonverbal grounding.
2.3 Systems that Support Grounding
(Matheson, Poesio et al. 2000) describes a dialogue system, based on TrindiKit, which
supports some aspects of grounding. The information state (recall that the information
state is the core of TrindiKit dialogue systems) contains both material that has already
been grounded (GND) and material that has not been grounded yet. Each contribution to
the conversation results in a discourse unit (DU) being added to the information state and
added to the list of ungrounded DUs (which can later be moved to GND). At each point
in the dialogue, the information state keeps track of two DUs: the current DU (CDU),
which contains information from the latest contribution, and the previous DU (PDU),
which contains information from the penultimate contribution. When there is an
acknowledgment dialogue act, information is moved from the PDU to GND. In this way,
the system can handle simple back-grounding: information is considered provisional until
an acknowledgment act moves it to the common ground. Although this system is a good
starting point for nonverbal grounding, it is not directly applicable to our grounding
system that uses nonverbal evidence. As explained in the previous section, even if a head
tracker were added to this system, it would not be able to sensibly handle the continuous
and passive nature of the nonverbal inputs.
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(Paek and Horvitz 1999) takes a different approach to grounding, by looking at the
uncertainty present in the interaction. The system considers uncertainty on four levels:
channel level, signal level, intention level, and conversation level (listed in order from the
most basic to the highest level). Dialogue actions are treated probabilistically, and
uncertainty in the dialogue might arise at any level, from, for example, an error in speech
recognition or a semantically ambiguous utterance. The dialogue system tries to resolve
these uncertainties, performing different corrective actions based on where the
uncertainty occurred. Content is judged to be grounded if the risk of misunderstanding is
considered acceptable. It might be interesting to examine how nonverbal behaviors affect
the uncertainty in the dialogue; however, for the purposes of our study, we wanted to
establish a specific link between nonverbal behavior and grounding signals.
Additionally, our model uses both positive and negative nonverbal evidence to indicate
understanding. So, although this is an interesting system, it does not fit well with our
model of face-to-face grounding.
Both of these systems support grounding in some way: unlike in traditional dialogue
systems, an utterance does not automatically add information to the common ground just
by being spoken; it must be accepted by the conversational partner, in the first case by an
explicit acknowledgment ("uh huh"), in the second case by being clear and unambiguous
enough that the partner can assume he has understood correctly. However, neither
system supports the nonverbal grounding signals present in face-to-face conversations.
(Paek and Horvitz 1999), at least, deals with communication failures at a lower level and
through a wider range of signals than the Matheson system; but these failures, still, are
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only related to speech (such as speech recognition failures or incorrect semantics), and
don't mention nonverbal signals such as eye gaze and head nods. Further, as explained
above, these systems could not simply be fitted with a camera to allow nonverbal
evidence to be used for grounding; conceptually, these systems don't work with our
model for face-to-face grounding.
2.4 Embodied Conversational Agents
Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) are computer-generated characters that support
face-to-face conversation with a human. Research has shown that it is possible to create
ECAs that follow conversational protocols, such as turn taking, and output both speech
and nonverbal behavior in a natural way (Cassell, Bickmore et al. 2000; Traum and
Rickel 2002). More importantly, research has shown that it is in fact useful to do so: in
(Cassell and Thorisson 1999), users. found the ECA to be more helpful, lifelike, and
smooth in interaction when it demonstrated nonverbal conversational behaviors such as
attentional gaze cues and beat gestures. Therefore, we can expect that giving ECAs
more, and more natural, conversational behaviors, would lead to more useful and
intuitive systems. Yet, to date, no research has been done on ECAs that can support the
grounding process.
Some ECAs, as well as simpler dialogue systems, use vision systems to determine a
user's nonverbal behaviors. The use of eye and head tracking in dialogue systems can be
either active or passive (Stiefelhagen and Yang 1997). An example of an active use
would be using eye gaze in place of a computer mouse for pointing to a window on a
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screen. The more natural uses are passive ones, in which the eyes or head are monitored
by the system, but the user is not necessarily aware that his gaze has explicit control of
the system. For example, (Koons, Sparrell et al. 1993; Campana, Baldridge et al. 2001)
both use a user's gaze for reference disambiguation. In other words, when a user's
speech is ambiguous, the gaze direction is used to determine what object the user is
talking about. Another use of vision in dialogue systems is for turn-taking and detecting
user presence, as in Rea (Cassell, Bickmore et al. 2000). Additionally, gaze tracking has
been used to determine to whom a user is speaking. In (Oh, Fox et al. 2002) the
researchers created a system that recognizes when the user is looking at the agent, and
only responds to verbal input when he is. However, none of these dialogue systems or
ECAs use the detected nonverbal behavior to pay attention to the user's level of
understanding.
2.5 Determining Nonverbal Behavior
For the purposes of this work, it was necessary to find a system that could detect head
nods and determine a user's gaze, in at least as much detail as needed to decide if the user
is looking at the ECA, at the map in front of him, or somewhere else.
Some ECAs, such as (Thorisson 1997), use bulky body suits and head-mounted eye
tracking systems for detecting a user's nonverbal behaviors. However, because our aim
is to make conversational agents as natural as possible, because any unusual gear that a
user has to wear could change the user's behavior, and because we would like to make
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the system as comfortable and convenient as possible (Campbell 2001), I chose to look
only at vision-based systems for tracking nonverbal behaviors.
(Kapoor and Picard 2001) describes a system that detects head nods very reliably, using a
Hidden Markov Model to recognize patterns of movement that correspond to head nods.
The system takes its inputs from a pupil tracker, which uses two sets of infrared LEDs
and an infrared-sensitive camera to identify the pupils. One set of LEDs is positioned on
the optical axis (near the lens) and produces a red-eye effect in pupils; the other set of
LEDs is positioned off axis. The sets of LEDs are synchronized with the camera and
switched on and off, so two images are generated for each camera frame. Pupils in the
images with the on-axis LEDs show up white; pupils in the images with the off-axis
LEDs show up black; and the rest of the images are the same. So, when these two images
are subtracted, only the pupils are left, and can be easily tracked.
This system does a good job of detecting head nods under ideal conditions; however, in
our tests, the results were not robust. Changes in head position and lighting often
reduced the detection significantly. Additionally, this pupil-tracking system provides no
useful information about gaze direction. Other research has been done to extend pupil-
tracking systems to determine eye gaze, usually by detecting the "comeal glint" and using
the relative positions of the glint and the pupils to decide gaze direction (Zhai, Morimoto
et al. 1999). However, these systems typically require the user's head to remain in a
fixed position to give accurate results. Because humans move their heads quite often in
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normal face-to-face conversation, and because we would like interactions with ECAs to
be as natural as possible, this constraint makes such systems useless for our purposes.
The vision system we chose for this work was a head-pose tracker, described in
(Morency, Rahimi et al. 2003). This tracker will be discussed in more detail in a later
section. The purpose of a head-pose tracker is to track a user's head in 6 degrees of
freedom (translation and rotation in three dimensions). The head position and rotation
can then be used to detect head nods and calculate eye gaze (as will be described later in
this paper). (Morency, Rahimi et al. 2003) is not, of course, the only head-pose tracker
out there: there are many different methods for tracking objects in three dimensions.
(Birchfield 1998) is an example of a tracker that models the appearance of the subject
using aggregate statistics, such as the distribution of skin-color pixels. Trackers such as
this cannot lock onto their target very tightly. Graphics-based representations, such as
(LaCascia, Sclaroff et al. 2000), which uses textured geometric 3D models, can lock on to
a subject tightly; however, because their 3D models do not adapt to the user, their
tracking range is often limited. This problem can be fixed using deformable 3D models,
as in (Jebara and Pentland 1997; McLauchlan 2000). However, these models are
exceedingly complex and expensive to update. Some trackers, such as (Hager and
Belhumeur 1998), use linear subspace methods, which work well but only under small
changes in pose. Therefore, given our requirements, (Morency, Rahimi et al. 2003) was
the best head tracker available. It is accurate, has very little drift, can track very tightly
(important for detecting subtle head nods), and can handle the range of motion normal in
a conversation.
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3 Solution
3.1 Data
Yukiko Nakano and Justine Cassell, as reported in (Nakano, Reinstein et al. 2003), ran an
empirical study to gather the data necessary for this system. The study, along with its
results, is summarized here.
In the study, pairs of students from different universities were asked to give directions to
campus locations to each other. Each pair had a conversation in two conditions. In each
condition, one student was designated as the direction giver. In the face-to-face condition
(F2F), the subjects sat facing each other across a table. In the middle was a map drawn
by the direction giver. In the shared-reference condition (SR), the setup was the same,
except that there was an L-shaped screen between the subjects. This screen allowed the
subjects to share the map, but prevented them from seeing each other's face or body.
The conversations in each condition were videotaped from four different angles, which
were combined by a video mixer into a single clip so that they could be annotated. Ten
experiment sessions, with two conditions each, resulted in a total of 20 dialogues. The
dialogues were transcribed and coded for both verbal and nonverbal behaviors, as
follows.
Coding verbal behaviors
Because grounding occurs within a turn, each turn was tokenized into utterance units
(UU). A UU corresponds to an intonational phrase or grammatical clause. The UUs
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were categorized by type. During the analysis, four categories occurred regularly in the
data: Acknowledgment, Answer, Information request, and Assertion.
Coding nonverbal behaviors
Based on previous studies, four types of nonverbal behavior were considered relevant to
grounding, and were thus coded:
1. Gaze: Looking at the partner's eyes or face.
2. Map: Looking at the map.
3. Nod: Head nod.
4. Else: Looking away elsewhere.
At any point in the conversation, the nonverbal behavior was taken as the combination of
the speaker's behavior and the listener's behavior, as one of 16 combinations. For
example, gm means the speaker is looking at the listener's eyes, and the listener is
looking at the map.
3.1.1 Results
Results from this study are divided into three sections: first, differences between the F2F
and SR conditions; next, the correlations between verbal and nonverbal behaviors within
both conditions; and finally, the correlations between the speaker's and listener's
behavior.
F2F versus SR
The mean length of an utterance in F2F was significantly longer than that in the SR
condition (5.26 words/UU compared with 4.43 words/UU). Additionally, the number of
nonverbal status shifts (such as gm to mm) in F2F was approximately three times that of
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SR (1276 versus 425). These results suggest that having access to the conversational
partner's body affects the conversation, and therefore that at least some of these
nonverbal behaviors are used as communicative signals.
Correlation between verbal and nonverbal behaviors
As it is the only data relevant for building our ECA model, I will only report on the
results from the F2F condition here. The results are reported in terms of transitions, and
organized by category of verbal behavior. For Acknowledgment, the most frequent shift
in nonverbal status was to nm within the UU, and to mm during the pause after the UU.
For Answer, the most frequent shift was to gg. For Information request, the most
common transition was to gm within the UU, and to gg during the pause after the UU.
Finally, for Assertion, listeners looked at the map most of the time (probably because
when a speaker gives a direction, it is treated as an Assertion), and sometimes nodded. In
the F2F condition, speakers often gazed at the listener during the UP, resulting in a
nonverbal status of gm. This suggests that the speakers were checking whether the
listeners were paying attention to the referent mentioned (the map). The implication is
that not only making eye contact with the speaker but also looking at the referent works
as positive evidence of understanding. In summary, the usage of nonverbal behaviors is
different depending on the type of conversational action.
Correlation between speaker's and listener's behavior
In order to determine the function of the nonverbal signals, it is important to see how a
listener's nonverbal behavior affects the speaker's next action. So, pairs of Assertion
UUs by the direction givers were analyzed to find the relationship between the listener's
nonverbal status during the first UU and the direction giver's strategy in the second UU.
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The second UU was classified as either go-ahead, if it gives the next leg of the directions,
or elaboration, if it gives additional information about the first UU. Here is an example
of an elaboration from the data:
[Ul] S: And then, you'll go down this little corridor.
[U2] S: It's not very long.
The results showed that when a listener started to gaze at the speaker during an UU, and
maintained gaze until the pause after the UU, the speaker's next UU was an elaboration
73% of the time. On the other hand, when the listener kept looking at the map during the
UU, the next UU was an elaboration only 30% of the time. This suggests that continuous
gaze was interpreted as evidence of not understanding-and so speakers added more
information about the original UU-whereas continuous attention to the map was
considered evidence of understanding, which led speakers to simply continue giving the
directions as normal.
3.2 Model
Based on these results, a model was proposed for using nonverbal behavior in grounding.
Previous models relied only on verbal feedback for grounding-that is, an utterance
couldn't be grounded until the listener had taken the turn and spoken, either an
acknowledgment or some other explicit grounding signal. However, these results suggest
that considering the role of nonverbal behavior allows a more fine-grained model of
grounding, which can use the UU as the unit of grounding as opposed to the turn.
Additionally, these results suggest that speakers actively monitor their listeners not just
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for positive evidence of understanding, but also for the absence of negative evidence of
understanding.
The following is the proposed continuous process model for face-to-face grounding, for a
system judging whether a user understands the system's contribution:
1. Preparing for the next UU: according to the speech act type of the next UU, set
the pattern of nonverbal signals that the agent expects, then start speaking.
2. Monitoring: check the user's nonverbal status and signals during and after the
UU. After finishing speaking, continue monitoring until enough evidence of
understanding or non-understanding has been collected.
3. Judging: attempt to judge grounding as soon as possible (i.e. as soon as enough
positive or negative evidence has been collected). Previous research suggests that
the length of a pause between UUs is between 0.4 and 1 second (Nakajima and
Allen 1992; Traum and Heeman 1996). So, continuously monitor the user's
nonverbal signals during the pause for a maximum of one second, stopping as
soon as enough evidence has been obtained. If, after one second, there is not
enough evidence, the UU remains ungrounded.
This model is similar to the information state approach (Matheson, Poesio et al. 2000), in
that the state of the conversation is updated based on the inputs the system receives.
However, in this model, inputs are sampled continuously, the nonverbal state is included,
and only some inputs require updates. In particular, task attention over an interval
following the utterance triggers grounding. Gaze in the interval means the contribution
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remains provisional, and triggers an obligation to elaborate. If the system times out
without getting any recognizable user feedback, the segment stays ungrounded. This
process allows the speaker to continue talking across multiple utterance units, satisfied
that his utterances have been grounded, without getting verbal feedback from the listener.
From the listener's point of view, he succeeds in letting the speaker continue with
minimal cost.
3.3 Implementation
Based on the model extracted from our empirical results, I created a dialogue manager
that can handle face-to-face grounding using nonverbal inputs, and implemented the
mechanism in an embodied conversational agent. The implementation is described in
detail in this section.
3.3.1 MACK
I chose to implement this grounding system in MACK: the Media lab Autonomous
Conversational Kiosk (Cassell, Stocky et al. 2002). MACK is an interactive public
information ECA kiosk that takes the form of a virtual robot. His current knowledge base
concerns the activities of the MIT Media Lab, and so MACK can answer questions about
the lab's research groups, projects, and demos. Further, based on the work in (Stocky
2002), MACK can give directions to anywhere in the lab. MACK gives directions in any
of three ways:
1. Relative descriptions, such as "It's on the third floor."
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2. Speech and gesture (SG). MACK uses his arms and hands to point and gesture,
and says things like "Go to that door, and make a right."
3. Map-based directions (MB). MACK uses a projector to "point" onto a paper
map, and gives directions on the map, along the lines of "We are right here. Go to
here, and make a right."
Here are some details about the MACK system, as it was before my new dialogue
manager and grounding functionality was added. On the input side, MACK recognized
two modalities:
1. Speech, using IBM's ViaVoice.
2. Pen gesture via a paper map atop a table with an embedded Wacom tablet.
MACK produced multimodal output as well:
1. Speech synthesis using the Microsoft Whistler Text-to-Speech (TTS) API.
2. A graphical figure with synchronized hand and arm gestures, and head and eye
movements, animated using the Pantomime system (Chang 1998).
3. LCD projector highlighting on the paper map, allowing MACK to reference it.
MACK was implemented on the Java 2 platform.
I chose MACK as the platform for my implementation for three main reasons. First, it
was developed in our research group (the Gesture and Narrative Language Group at the
MIT Media Lab), and so I had ready access to all the necessary code and resources.
Second, the MACK architecture was relatively simple and clean, and lacked a
sophisticated dialogue manager. And finally, MACK's map-based directions were a
perfect analogue to the direction-giving task carried out in the empirical study on which
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our grounding model is based. Therefore, it was possible to take the results from the
Assertion case in the study and apply them directly to the MB directions, such that
MACK's judgment of a user's grounding follows the same rules as a direction-giver's
judgment of a listener's grounding.
Next, I will describe my implementation, and how I modified MACK to support face-to-
face grounding.
3.3.2 Architecture
The new system architecture is shown in Figure 1. Speech, map, and nonverbal inputs
(which will be explained in a later section) are sent via parallel threads to the
Understanding Module (UM).
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Figure 1: New MACK system architecture
The job of the UM is to interpret the input modalities. Inputs come in as Java events:
AudioEvents (from the speech recognition system), MapEvents (from the Wacom tablet),
and HeadNodEvents and EyeGazeEvents from the nonverbal systems. The UM is
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essentially a long series of IF-THEN statements, which determines the user's intention
based on the input and sends the appropriate intention on to the Dialogue Manager (DM)
to be acted on. For example, if the UM gets an AudioEvent with the ID
"GiveDirToRoom" and with the data field "The Garden," the UM recognizes that the
user wants directions to The Garden, and so sends on the appropriate event to the DM to
be processed. The UM also logs the inputs-both speech and nonverbal-in the
Discourse History so that they can be retrieved later. For example, all AudioEvents are
logged in a Java Vector by timestamp, which the Grounding Module searches through to
find whether there are verbal acknowledgments associated with particular utterances.
The DM consists of two primary sub-modules: the Response Planner (RP), which
determines MACK's next action(s) and creates a sequence of utterance units; and the
Grounding Module (GrM), which updates the Discourse Model and decides when the
Response Planner's next UU should be passed on to the Generation module (GM). For
example, if the RP got an event from the UM signaling that the user wanted directions to
The Garden, it would generate the directions, broken up into utterance units (utterance
units each correspond to a single intonational phrase-in this case, one segment of the
directions). Note that the RP generates the directions at an abstract level, determining,
for example, which landmarks are passed'through and what turns are made. It is left to
the GM to decide exactly what words to use. The GrM would then send these utterance
units to the GM one by one, as the previous UUs were grounded. The actions of the GrM
will be described in more detail in a following section. The GM then converts the UU
into speech, gesture, and projector output, sending these synchronized modalities to the
TTS engine, Animation Module (AM), and Projector Module, respectively. A
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homemade animation engine (Pantomime) animates MACK's VRML-based humanoid
character using a variety of motor skill modules, and resolves any remaining conflicts in
character degrees-of-freedom.
The Discourse Model maintains information about the state and history of the discourse.
This includes:
1. A list of grounded beliefs and a list of ungrounded utterances. These are the key
result of the grounding system. At the end of a discourse, these lists hold exactly
what information has been grounded-and so is considered part of the shared
common ground-and what was spoken but never grounded. Utterance units are
represented as GMEvents, and these lists are Vectors of GMEvents.
2. A history of previous utterances with timing information. Every AudioEvent is
logged in the Discourse Model as it comes into the UM, in a Vector of
timestamped records. This history can be searched to identify particular types of
utterances (such as acknowledgments) occurring within specified time bounds
(for example, the start and end time of MACK's utterance).
3. A history of nonverbal information, divided into gaze states and head nods,
organized by timestamp. EyeGazeEvents and HeadNodEvents, just like
AudioEvents, are logged as they come into the UM and stored in Vectors of
timestamped record objects. Methods are provided for identifying the
predominant gaze state (such as "map") during a time period or determining
whether or not a particular gaze state or a head nod occurred during a time period.
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4. Additional information about the state of the dialogue, specifically the current UU
under consideration, and when it started and ended. In this case, the Discourse
Model is used as a sort of global temporary data store, in which each of MACK's
various modules, such as the GM and GrM, can set and retrieve the information
they need for the grounding process. For example, when the GM processes an
utterance for MACK to say, it sets the start and end time of the utterance in the
Discourse Model. Then, when the GrM attempts to judge the grounding of the
current utterance, it can look to this data in the Discourse Model to find out what
is the relevant utterance and what are its time bounds, and use these bounds to
look up the associated nonverbal information in the Discourse Model.
The main components of this ECA are written in Java. The MACK system now runs on
five different computers, all Intel-based PCs running Microsoft Windows. One computer
runs the Executive Module, which starts up the UM, DM, GM, and Discourse Model; as
well as the IBM ViaVoice speech recognition system (which gets its input from a headset
microphone). The second computer runs the TTS engine and the Projector Server. The
third computer runs Pantomime Server, the animation engine. A fourth computer handles
the Wacom-tablet map inputs. And the fifth computer is responsible for the nonverbal
inputs (the details of which will be discussed in the next section). The animation output
is sent to a screen through a video mixer, which adds in the image from a video camera
aimed behind the screen, giving the effect that MACK is actually standing in the same
room as the user. The output from the Projector Server is sent to an overhead projector,
which displays its image on a paper map that is sitting on a table in between the user and
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the screen. The result can be seen in Figure 2, which shows a user interacting with
MACK while MACK is giving directions on the map.
Figure 2: MACK with user
3.3.3 Nonverbal Inputs
In order to implement a nonverbal grounding system, I needed a source of nonverbal
inputs-specifically, head nods and eye gaze. After much consideration (see Related
Work section for the discussion) I chose to use a stereo-camera-based 6-degree-of-
freedom head-pose tracker called Watson, developed by Morency, Rahimi, and Darrell in
the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, as the base for my vision system (Morency,
Rahimi et al. 2003). The advantage of this system over any other available one is that it
is sensitive enough to detect even small head movements that could be involved in a head
nod, and robust enough to track a user's head correctly, at a comfortable distance away,
under normal conversational movements. No other system we tested was as reliable or as
accurate. Although it only tracks head position, and therefore can't distinguish eye
movements, I determined that it would still be sufficient for detecting the major
nonverbal signals involved in grounding.
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3.3.3.1 Head-Pose Tracker Details
The tracker, described in detail in (Morency, Rahimi et al. 2003), uses an advanced
algorithm for online rigid object tracking using an adaptive view-based appearance
model. The input is from a stereo-camera, which works on essentially the same principle
as our eyes: by taking two images of the same scene from slightly different positions, it is
possible to calculate the depth of every point in the scene. The tracker then uses both the
original (intensity) images and the depth map to track changes from one frame to the
next.
When the tracker is initialized, it runs a face-detection algorithm that searches for a face
looking straight on at the camera. When it finds such a face, it sets the initial rotations to
zero, and begins tracking. The tracker uses several advanced techniques to reduce long-
term drift. For example, early in the tracking sequence, it registers several "key frames,"
which are known views of the head under certain standard rotations (such as 10 degrees
on the positive x-axis). Then, whenever it sees the same pose again, it resets the rotation
to what was originally registered, thus eliminating accumulated errors. Additionally, in
each frame, the pose is compared not only with the last frame, but also with several
previous frames.
The tracker keeps track of head pose under six degrees of freedom: rotation on the x-, y-,
and z-axes, and translation in x, y, and z. In each frame, the tracker outputs the current
(total) rotation and translation in all three dimensions (called the absolute pose), the
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translation and rotation between the next-to-last frame and this one (called the link or
relative pose), and the center of mass of the head (called the center). These variables
capture all the relevant information about the head necessary to determine the gaze,
which is based on where the head is and which way it is pointing; and head nods, which
are determined by the relative pose change over several frames. These numbers are all
output via a TCP socket.
3.3.3.2 Head Nod Detection
As described in Related Work, (Kapoor and Picard 2001) presents a reliable system for
detecting head nods using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), based on inputs from a pupil
tracker. This system fits my needs well: head nods can be detected quickly and
accurately. However, as explained earlier, pupil trackers are not appropriate for use in
our conversational system. So, I sought to correct this problem, and adapt Kapoor's head
nod detection algorithm for use with Morency's head-pose tracker.
I obtained, with permission, Kapoor's HMM-based head nod detection code. Kapoor's
algorithm works as follows:
1. Get the pupil position for the current frame.
2. Compare it with the pupil position from the previous frame. Determine if it is
above, below, left, or right of the previous position. Resolve conflicts: for
example, if it is both above and to the left of the previous position, decide which
movement was greater, and use that one.
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3. Add this movement (up, down, left, right) to the HMM. The HMM keeps a
window of several movements, and tries to match patterns over a period of time.
4. If the HMM matches a head nod, output a nod. If it matches a head shake, output
a shake. Else output nothing.
I modified this code to work with outputs from the 6-DOF head-pose tracker. The basic
idea is that, by looking at the relative pose change from the last frame of the tracker, it is
easy to determine whether the head movement was up, down, left, or right. Based on
how the tracker defines its axes, head movements up are negative rotations about the x-
axis, head movements down are positive rotations about the x-axis, and head movements
right and left are positive and negative rotations about the y-axis. So, this new head-nod
detector works as follows:
1. Get relative pose output from the head-pose tracker.
2. Determine the direction of head movement as described above.
3. Add this movement to the HMM.
4. If the HMM matches a nod, output a nod; if it matches a shake, output a shake.
One final modification was required. Kapoor's HMM was trained on data from a pupil
tracker running at 10Hz, but the head-pose tracker runs at approximately 5Hz. In order
for the HMM to work, it was necessary to adjust the inputs such that the effective frame
rate would be the same. So, in every frame of the tracker, I sent two copies of the relative
pose to the HMM. Since the HMM got two inputs for every tracker frame, the effective
frame rate in the HMM was 10Hz, and so it worked perfectly.
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3.3.3.3 Gaze Detection
I created a system to determine the user's gaze state based on the data from the head-pose
tracker. Based on our model, there are three relevant gaze states: "(interlocutor) gaze,"
"map," and "else." In order to use nonverbal behavior to support grounding, I needed to
be able to find out which of these states the user was in at any point in time.
Intuitively, the gaze detection works by figuring out in what direction the user's head is
pointing, and then determining if the map or MACK lies in that direction. In every
frame, the tracker sends the gaze detection system the coordinates of the center of mass
of the head as well as the overall three-dimensional rotation and translation of the head.
In the first frame, the system assumes the head is looking straight ahead at the center of
MACK's screen (detection only begins once the head is centered, so this is accurate), and
uses the coordinates of the head and. the coordinates of the center of the screen to
determine a line. This can be thought of as a three-dimensional ray, originating from the
center of the head, that points to where the user is looking (let's call it the "direction
line"). Then, in every frame of the tracker that follows, the gaze detector does the
following:
1. Looks at the new translation and rotation of the head, and uses this to adjust the
direction line to its new value.
2. Intersects the direction line with the plane representing MACK's screen. This
uses a standard algorithm for intersecting a line with a plane, using a normal
vector from the plane. This calculation yields a value indicating the two-
dimensional position on the screen where the user's head is pointing.
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3. Compares this value with the bounds used to represent MACK. If it is within
these bounds, we determine that the user is looking at MACK, and we return the
gaze state as "gaze."
4. If the user is not looking at MACK, it intersects the direction line with the plane
representing the map. Note that this plane is perpendicular to the plane of the
screen, and so instead of having values on the x- and y-axes, the intersection will
have values on the x- and z-axes.
5. Compares the value of this intersection with the bounds of the map in the plane.
If it is within these bounds, the user is looking at the map, and we return the gaze
state as "map."
6. If the user's gaze is not at MACK or at the map, we return the gaze state as "else."
For each frame, the gaze detector checks to see whether the gaze state has changed from
the previous frame. If it has changed, the new state is sent, via TCP socket, to MACK. If
it has not changed, nothing is sent. The reason I chose to transmit and log only gaze
changes is to improve the efficiency of the system. Sending a message over the network
takes a small amount of time on the client (the computer running the tracker), uses some
amount of network bandwidth, and takes up quite a bit of processing on the server. When
MACK's server receives such a message, it must pull it off the socket and parse it; create
a new Java event and send it to the UM; the UM must decide what to do with it and pass
it to the Discourse Model; and the Discourse Model needs to create a record object and
store it in a Vector. This doesn't require much time for one gaze update, but if the
network were flooded with 5 updates per second (one for every tracker frame), MACK
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could get bogged down. Further, when scanning through the nonverbal history in the
Discourse Model to determine the nonverbal state for a particular span of time, the search
would be considerably slower if hundreds or thousands of gaze states were in the log.
Since we expect users to hold their gazes for several seconds, rather than constantly
moving back and forth between "map" and "gaze," we can expect there to be relatively
few gaze changes (as compared to the number of tracker frames). So, by only
transmitting changes in the gaze state, we can increase the efficiency quite a bit without
losing any information (we can still find the gaze state at every point in time by
interpolating between gaze state changes).
3.3.3.4 Nonverbal System Architecture
The nonverbal input system, from start to finish, works as follows (see Figure 3 for
diagram). The stereo-camera is mounted above MACK's.screen, so it can track the user
while he is at a normal conversational distance from MACK. The camera is connected to
a computer that is running three programs: Watson (the tracker, created and named by
Morency, Rahimi, et al. and used unmodified), the head nod detection program (which I
wrote based on code from Kapoor), and the gaze detection program (my own work).
Watson sends inputs to each of the other programs, which process the data and detect
head nods and changes in the gaze state. Every time there is a head nod, and every time
the gaze state changes (e.g. from "map" to "gaze"), these programs send a signal over a
TCP socket to MACK.
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Figure 3: Nonverbal System Architecture
TCP servers on MACK's main computer receive these signals, and send events to the
Understanding Module. The UM sends the events to the Discourse Model, which logs
them by timestamp. The Dialogue Manager can thus look up the nonverbal behavior for
any time frame by querying the Discourse Model, as it does when judging grounding in
the GrM. The Discourse Model has several methods to support queries of the nonverbal
history. For the most part, they take in start and end timestamps (such as the beginning
and end of an UU), and scan backwards through the history of gazes or head nods to
determine the nonverbal state during that time frame. For example, one method returns
whether or not there was a head nod within the time frame; another returns the dominant
(i.e. most frequent) eye gaze state.
3.3.4 The Dialogue Manager and the Grounding System
I developed a new Dialogue Manager for MACK that supports face-to-face grounding
based on the model derived from the empirical study. The DM is responsible for a
number of things, but in this section I will focus on how the DM manages the grounding
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process. Because the empirical study generated a model that is most meaningful for the
domain of map-based direction giving, this DM currently only does grounding when
MACK gives MB directions (for other queries, MACK simply answers without regard
for the user's level of understanding). According to the parlance of the empirical study,
this is an Assertion speech act. When giving map-based directions in this system, MACK
keeps track of whether or not the user is understanding what MACK says, elaborates or
repeats himself when necessary, and knows, by the end of his turn, which UUs have been
grounded and which UUs are still ungrounded.
3.3.4.1 Generating the Response
The first job of the DM is to plan the response to a user's query. When a user asks for
directions, the DM will receive an event from the UM stating that the user wants
directions. The Response Planner in the DM, recognizing the user's direction request,
calculates the directions, broken up into segments. Segments are typically made up of
one landmark and one move: for example, "Walk down to the glass doors and make a
right," where "the glass doors" is the landmark. These segments are added to the DM's
Agenda, the stack of UIs to be processed.
At this point, the Grounding Module (GrM) takes over, and sends the first UU on the
Agenda (a direction segment) to the GM to be processed. The GM converts the UU into
speech and animation commands, and MACK's animation modules output the UU.
When the GM begins to process the UU, it logs the start time in the Discourse Model,
and when it finishes processing (as it sends the final "relax" command to the animation
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module), it logs the end time in the Discourse Model. The GrM waits for this speech and
animation to end (which it discovers by polling the Discourse Model 100 times per
second until the end time is available), at which point it retrieves the timing data for the
UU, in the form of timestamps for the UU start and finish. This timing data is then used
to look up the nonverbal behavior co-occurring with the utterance in order to judge
whether or not MACK's UU was grounded by the user.
3.3.4.2 Judgment of grounding
When MACK finishes uttering an UU, the Grounding Module judges whether or not the
UU is grounded, based on the user's verbal and nonverbal behaviors during and after the
utterance, as follows.
Using verbal evidence: If the user returns acknowledgement, such as "OK" or "Uh-
huh", the GrM judges the UU grounded. If the user explicitly reports failure in perceiving
MACK's speech ("what?") or not-understanding ("I don't understand"), the UU remains
ungrounded. Note that verbal evidence is considered stronger than nonverbal evidence.
Using nonverbal evidence: The GrM looks up the nonverbal behavior occurring during
the utterance, and compares it to the model shown in Table 1. For each type of speech
act, this model specifies the nonverbal behaviors that must occur during and after the
utterance to signal positive evidence of grounding (or explicit negative evidence). Note
that although presently only Assertion is used for grounding, the speech act type is
maintained for all UUs, and so it will be easy to do grounding for other utterance types
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when more data becomes available. First, the GrM compares the within-UU nonverbal
behavior to the model. Then, it looks at the first nonverbal behavior occurring during the
pause after the UU. If these two behaviors ("within" and "pause") match a pattern that
signals positive evidence, the UU is grounded. If they match a pattern for negative
evidence, the UU is not grounded. If no pattern has yet been matched, the GrM waits for
a tenth of a second and checks the nonverbal behavior again. If the required behavior has
occurred during this time, we can judge the UU. If not, we continue looping in this
manner until we have either grounded or not grounded the UU explicitly, or a 1 second
threshold has been reached. If we reach the threshold, we time out and judge the UU
ungrounded.
3.3.4.3 Updating the Dialogue State
After judging grounding, the GrM updates the Discourse Model. according to the
judgment. The Dialogue State maintained in the Discourse Model is similar to TRINDI
kit, but with certain changes (for example, we store nonverbal information). There are
three key fields: (1) a list of grounded UUs, (2) a list of pending (ungrounded) UUs, and
(3) the current UU. If the current UU is judged grounded, its belief is added to (1). If it is
ungrounded, the UU is stored in (3).
Table 1
Target UU Type Evidence Type NV Pattern Judgment of Suggested next
grounding action
PositiveWithin: mapPositiveAsrinPu: map/ Grounded Elaboration: 0.30
AssetionPause: map/nod
Negative Within: gaze Ungrounded Elaboration: 0.73
Pause: gaze
Answer Positive Within: gaze Grounded
Pause:_map
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Negative Within: map Ungrounded Elaboration: 0.86Pause: gaze
3.3.4.4 Determining the Next Action
After judging the UU's grounding, the GrM decides what MACK does next. There are
three choices. First, MACK can continue giving the directions as normal, by popping the
next segment off the Agenda and sending it on to the GM. As shown in Table 1, this
happens 70% of the time when the UU was grounded (for Assertion), and only 27% of
the time when the UU was not grounded. Note that this happens 100% of the time if the
GrM received a verbal acknowledgement (e.g. "Uh huh") for the UU.
Second, MACK can elaborate on the most recent stage of the directions. This happens
most of the time (73%) when the UU was judged to be ungrounded based on nonverbal
information. Based on our empirical evidence, this also happens 30% of the time even if
the UU was grounded.
Generating Elaborations
In the empirical study, it was found that, when people detect a misunderstanding, they
tend to elaborate on directions by giving some extra details about the last stage of the
directions. Based on this principle, MACK elaborates by providing more details about
the most recent landmark in the directions. For example, if the directions were "Go down
the hall and make a right at the door," he might elaborate by saying "The door is painted
blue." Every segment in the map is associated with a particular landmark (such as a
door), and every landmark in the database has an associated elaboration. To generate an
elaboration for a segment, the GrM flags the UU to be elaborated, and sends it on to the
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GM (rather than popping the next UU off of the Agenda). When the GM sees a direction
segment with the elaboration flag on, it looks up the landmark in the database and
generates a response based on the elaboration contained there.
Finally, if the user gives MACK verbal evidence of not having understood MACK's
speech (e.g. "Huh?"), MACK will simply repeat the last thing he said, by sending the UU
back to the GM.
The GrM also has several rules to make sure grounding goes smoothly. For example, the
very first segment of a set of directions is often "We are right here." It would not make
sense to elaborate on this UU, and so initial UUs of this sort are never elaborated.
Similarly, elaborations ("the door is painted blue") cannot be elaborated on any further.
3.3.5 MACK's Nonverbal Behaviors
In order to make the interaction as realistic as possible, I also modeled MACK's
nonverbal behaviors on the nonverbal behaviors of the direction-givers in the empirical
study. After obtaining the frequencies of different speaker nonverbal behaviors for
different types of speech acts, we removed the ones that occurred very rarely (less than
3% of the time) and merged similar ones. The resulting probabilities are given in Table
2. This table breaks down each of the speaker's utterances into four parts: beginning,
middle, end, and the pause after the utterance; and specifies each part as either "map,"
meaning MACK looks down at the map, or "gaze," which means MACK gazes at the
user. These behaviors were implemented in MACK as follows. First of all, MACK leans
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over and points at the map when he begins a series of directions, and he straightens back
up and stops pointing at the end. Every time MACK generates a direction or elaboration
utterance, in the GM, a function is called that probabilistically chooses (based on the
speech act type) one of the behavior patterns. Based on the pattern chosen, gesture tags
are added into the utterance String in the appropriate places to cause MACK to look up or
down with his head (for example, if the pattern is "map map gaze gaze," a "look at map"
tag will be put in the beginning, and a "look at user" tag will be put two-thirds of the way
into the utterance). When these utterances are sent to the AM to be animated, the gesture
tags are interpreted and MACK behaves approximately as a human speaker would when
giving directions.
Table 2
Speech Act Type Start Middle End Pause Frequency
Assertion Gaze Gaze Gaze Gaze 9%
Map Map Gaze Gaze 14%
Map Map Map Map 66%
Map Gaze Gaze Map 11%
Total: 100%
Elaboration Gaze Gaze Gaze Map 20%
Gaze Gaze Gaze Gaze 47%
Map Gaze Gaze Gaze 13%
Map Map Map Map 20%
Total: 100%
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3.3.6 Example
Figure 4 gives an example of a user's interaction with MACK. The user asks MACK for
directions to a room, and MACK gives the directions using speech and pointing (using a
projector) to the shared map. The figure indicates the user's nonverbal behavior during
MACK's speech.
First, when the user asks a question, it is processed by the speech recognition system and
sent to the UM to be interpreted. The UM identifies the question being asked, and sends
the event on to the DM. The Response Planner puts together the directions (in this case,
the directions are broken up into three segments) and populates the Agenda. The GrM
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[1] U: How doI get to Room 309?
[2] M: To get to Room 309, go to that door and
make a right.
- . - . .. . -...
[3] M: Walk down the hall and make a left at the door
[4] M: It's the glass door with red couches
right outside.
[5] M: And that's Room 309.
Figure 4: Example of user (U) interacting with MACK (M).
User gives negative evidence of grounding in [3], so MACK
elaborates [4]. Dotted lines indicate nods, and continuous
lines gaze at MACK. Dash-dot lines indicate gaze at the map.
Circles mark the start and end points of a behavior. Arrows
indicate a continuation to the next utterance unit.
pulls the first segment off the Agenda and sends it to the GM for processing. The GM
notes the starting time of the utterance, sends it to the AM to be spoken and animated,
and waits for the speech to end. When the speech ends, the GM records the ending time
of the utterance as well.
During this time (and throughout this process), the head tracker and head-nod detector
have been sending inputs to the UM, which has logged the user's head nods and gaze
state in the Discourse Model. When the GrM finds that the utterance has finished and the
timing data is available, it looks up the user's nonverbal behavior (and verbal behavior,
although there is none in this example) during the utterance, as well as the nonverbal
behavior at the very beginning of the pause (by waiting a tenth of a second and then
checking the nonverbal history) and makes a judgment. During MACK's first utterance,
the user was looking at the map, and continued to do so just afterwards. Because giving
directions is an Assertion, this nonverbal pattern matches the model, and so MACK's first
utterance is judged as grounded. Once this judgment has been made, the GrM adds this
segment to the grounded beliefs in the Discourse Model.
The GrM then sends the next segment on the Agenda to the GM. As before, the DM
waits for the speech to finish, and then uses the UU's timing information to look up the
nonverbal behavior that went on during and just after the UU. In this case, however, the
GrM finds that the user was looking up at MACK during most of the utterance as well as
after it, which, in the absence of a verbal acknowledgement, signals the UU is not
grounded. Therefore, the GrM flags the UU to be elaborated and sends it to the GM.
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This is MACK's third utterance ("It's the glass door with red couches right outside").
This utterance is judged to be grounded (note that in this case the nonverbal behavior
following the utterance is a nod, which also matches the pattern for grounding), and so
the final stage of the directions is spoken (actually, since this is already an elaboration,
MACK would continue regardless of the judgment). This is also grounded, so MACK is
satisfied that the user had understood his directions in their entirety, leaving MACK
ready for a new inquiry.
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4 Outcome
This system was, for the most part, successful. The grounding system in MACK is a
faithful implementation of the model, and performs according to the rules learned from
the empirical study (although a rigorous evaluation has not been done, early testing
showed that MACK followed the model for nonverbal grounding correctly). Further, the
vision system for detecting nonverbal behaviors that I developed, based on the head-pose
tracker, works very well. Overall, the interaction with MACK shows the potential for
using face-to-face grounding in ECAs-supporting grounding is both possible and, I
think, desirable, because a system that supports nonverbal grounding can theoretically do
a better job at making sure it has been understood, without introducing any extra work for
the user.
However, there were several things that could have been improved, and would be good
areas for future work. First, the dialogue manager that I implemented is fairly simplistic.
There are a number of features in other dialogue engines that I left out because they
weren't immediately relevant for face-to-face grounding. On the other hand, there are
several things that would improve the dialogue manager's performance and flexibility in
handling grounding, such as back-grounding and more complex verbal grounding. For
example, if MACK gives a series of directions, such as "Go down the hall and make a
left at the door; go through the room and turn right; room 309 is on your left," it would be
useful if a user could speak up at the end and say, "Wait, I didn't understand... which
door was that?" Second, the vision system, although accurate and robust, does not take
the eyes into account. So, even though it might identify perfectly where the head is
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pointing, it is still limited in its ability to detect subtle eye gaze cues and see gaze changes
when the head is held still. Third, the model derived from the empirical study only tells
us about a fairly constrained case: direction-giving on a map. It is unclear how well the
rules extracted from this study can generalize to cover other parts of the interaction.
Early testing of this system showed an interesting result: although trained users who were
aware of MACK's nonverbal grounding system could exploit it successfully (getting
MACK to elaborate or not elaborate as desired), a naive user did not exhibit any of the
verbal or nonverbal signals that would have caused MACK to consider his utterances
ungrounded, even though it was clear that the user did not understand the directions
perfectly. Instead of simply looking up to request additional information, as our model
suggested he would, he tried to ask MACK more complicated clarifications that we
weren't prepared for (such as "wait, are you talking about the door over there? Can you
give me that direction again?"). (However, this user did exhibit the expected nonverbal
and verbal signals for positive evidence of grounding, such as looking at the map,
nodding, and saying "Okay" when he did understand clearly.) One hypothesis for why
this happened is that perhaps users unaware of the system's nonverbal grounding
capabilities simply won't exhibit the correct nonverbal signals, because they assume they
will have no communicative value. It would be interesting to learn whether users that
know what MACK can do would find the system more useful than those that don't, and
whether or not they would display more nonverbal signals of grounding.
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S Contributions
I created an implementation of face-to-face grounding in an ECA that takes nonverbal
grounding into account. As far as I know, this has never been done before, and certainly
not in a rigorous manner. This system can be seen as a proof of concept: it is possible to
do nonverbal grounding in an ECA, and, although we have yet to do a formal evaluation
of the system, it shows potential for being extremely useful for kiosks or other agent-
communication applications. It is easy to imagine that the ability to detect a user's level
of understanding, even to have a rough guess of it, could potentially enhance the
usefulness of agent systems that before could only spout information and assume it was
being understood. In a nonverbal grounding system like mine, the interaction is intuitive,
because it picks up on behaviors that users do passively and unconsciously: MACK
learns information about the user's level of understanding without the user ever having to
explicitly indicate it (in other words, a user never has to say "I understand" or "I don't
understand"-he doesn't have to be aware that the agent is trying to do grounding and
that his verbal and nonverbal signals are actually controlling it). The interface, from the
user's standpoint, is unchanged; however, the performance can improve because MACK
can correct for poorly understood utterances.
Further, I would argue that our method for developing a grounding system-namely,
collecting data of humans interacting with each other, extracting a model of grounding
for a particular domain and speech act type, and then implementing the system based on
this model-is a good one, and can be used for further developments in this area, because
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it leads to rigorous models that are based as closely as possible on how humans really
interact.
Finally, I developed a robust system for detecting head nods and gaze position based on a
6-DOF head-pose tracker. My system was based on the work of others, specifically
(Kapoor and Picard 2001) and (Morency, Rahimi et al. 2003), but the result is still
unique. Our head nod detector, although not formally tested, has been extremely useful
for us so far, giving us more robust performance than Kapoor's original system did.
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